star trek

episode 7:

infestation

"What was once known becomes unknown. And, in this golden age of
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."
2269.8: Starfleet Headquarters, San Francisco, Earth
It has been nine months since the Genesis Event. Starfleet struggles to
recover, and is only just beginning to send ships into the “Genesis Expanse” to
investigate and re-map territories discovered decades ago. Intelligence indicates
the Klingon and Romulan Empires have taken advantage of the Federation’s
weakened state; violations of the Neutral Zone are becoming a daily occurrence.
Starfleet has assembled two sizeable warfleets, Stalwart and Vigilant, to counter
the two Empires’ growing aggressions. At Starfleet headquarters, assignments
are being given.
[Roleplaying.]
After six months on a slow return to Starbase 621, the survivors of the
Genesis Event saw their crews disbanded and their crippled starships drydocked.
Extended leaves were given, but were confined to Sol, in case of immediate recall.
That was three months ago, and all have been recalled for assignment.
It isn’t all that unlike graduation assignment, several years prior: everyone gathers around monitors, finds their respective assignment group, and then
an announcer calls out assignments by name to an assembly of fifty or so
individuals. Also, like graduation, the majority of the faces are young, fresh, and
completely ignorant of the true dangers awaiting them. The Federation lost
thousands of qualified and experienced officers in the two week tragedy.
Once assembled in various groups, our heroes receive their initial
assignments: everyone is being sent to a different starship, the group is being
split up. Assign PCs to several different vessels, makes and names. Get as
detailed, or as cursory, as desired. The intent is to create the feeling of separation.
Crews are to report to their various assignments the following morning at 0800,
so they have the night to say their farewells.
That night, at the 602 Club near Starfleet Academy, several of the group
will get a chance to meet Captain Tigan prior to being assigned to her ship. She
will come into the bar (actually, looking for an opportunity to meet with some of
the PCs) where she should get hit on by a PC. This can either be selected via a
compel or requested (by offering a Fate Point to the “volunteer”). While the PC
is putting on his moves, another bar patron, Jim Brennan, quite drunk, also takes
a liking to Tigan and tries to intervene, mentioning something derogatory.
Tigan will look offended, but do little to diffuse the situation, instead
wanting to see how her planned crewmember handles it. The PC is jumped by
Brennan and four friends in a brawl that will be broken up by Starfleet security
within moments. If some of the PC’s allies jump in, more leap in on Brennan’s
side (2 per PC; anti-Starfleet sentiment run high following a tragedy like the
Genesis Event). The fight is a simple test (Strength; Diff. 4; DRUNK (P) applies).
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Chapter Two: The Real Deal
[Roleplaying.]
The following morning, as the officers check in to their respective
shuttles for their assignments, a Starfleet officer in an unusual black with silver
highlights uniform approaches each assignment officer dealing with each PC
shuttle. He speaks to the officers, sometimes it is a quick conversation, others a
bit of arguing, and once, he actually has to show them a datapad, but in each
case, the PC aboard the shuttle is requested to leave the shuttle and gather in a
small, unadorned waiting room. At first, it is simply those involved in last night’s
brawl, so perhaps there is an issue with that (maybe Brennan was someone
important’s brother or son), but then even those not involved begin to trickle in,
along with a few faces that the other PCs might recognize from Solace, Kholar, or
Triumph. This goes on until there are about thirty people in the room, then the
officer in the black uniform enters with a red-haired, young woman in a green
captain’s tunic (the woman from the night before, as some may recognize). The
man in black blows a botswain’s whistle, silencing the room, and the young
woman addresses the audience:
“I am Captain Patricia Tigan, Captain of the USS Antares. This is
Commander Dominic Reed. All of you are survivors of the Genesis Event. You
have been pulled from your designated starships and reassigned to Antares for a
very special mission. We are going into the Expanse to reclaim lost territories and
explore that entire region of space. Grab your gear and stow it aboard shuttle 87.
We are hitching a ride aboard USS Alliance, bound for Starbase 12, in thirty
minutes.”
Thirty minutes later, the crew departs San Francisco aboard a large
transport shuttle and dock with USS Alliance, a Jupiter-class Dreadnought. There
they meet Captain McDowell. Captain McDowell invites Captain Tigan and the
PCs to dinner, during which time he expresses (with good humor and understanding) his displeasure at losing potential officers to Tigan. Tigan explains that
she pulled a lot of strings and cashed in a lot of favors to assemble her crew, all
of whom were veterans of the Genesis Event. McDowell argues that she cannot
possibly believe that simply “being there” makes any of them an expert and that
many would likely have been much happier on another ship than assigned to an
explorer, to which Tigan shrugs and smiles, countering that “those that weren’t
there certainly are not an expert, and in that very strange place, we are going to
need all the advantages we can gather. Besides, my Officers will have plenty of
opportunity to flex their departmental muscles; the Expanse is a hotly contested
region.” McDowell shrugs and then toasts Tigan, her crew, and their new ship.
During their 19 day journey, the new crew to Antares are encouraged to
study the ship manuals as much as possible. The PCs are all department heads.
Antares is a brand new type of starship to the Federation, a jack-of-all-trades,
meant to run on its own, with limited resupply, for years at a time. It packs stateof-the-art sensors, science laboratories, updated ship’s libraries, powerful
shields, phasers, and torpedo systems.
19 days later, Alliance drops the crew off at Starbase 12.
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Chapter Three: They’re Coming to Get You
[Roleplaying and Action. Scene Aspects: ODD BUZZING, UNREASONING AGRESSION]
Starbase 12 currently houses the Federation’s latest starship, the
Antares-class Deep Space Explorer. It is a beautiful, powerful ship designed to
explore the reaches and mysteries of space while withstanding and repelling the
dangers Starfleet typically encounters. It is their first step into the “mobile
fortress” and “flying city” mentality behind starship design, intended to take the
role of several vessels as laboratory, warship, transport, and repair vessel.
Captain Tigan, who helped design the starship, is quite proud of it.
Allow the crew some time to get acquainted with their new home. It is
vastly different from Solace; spacious, luxurious, and accomodating. There are
individual quarters, swimming pools, movie halls, targeting ranges, labs, libraries, meeting rooms, cargo bays, phasers, torpedoes, and all the things Starfleet
officers want in a single ship. She boasts an oversized core for abundant power.
The ship is two weeks away from launching into the Genesis Expanse,
giving time, Tigan hopes, for her crew to acclimate themselves to the environment. As they are familiarizing themselves with the new bridge, however, a
distress call comes in from the nearby colony on Deneva. The transmission is
garbled, largely unintelligible, but comes across as: “<static> we need -ARRGH!<static> <screams> <static> -elp us, ple- <static> -perate <static> taking <static>
cannot con- <static> hel- <static> <screams>” Of course, Starfleet order an
immediate investigation and with Antares the closest starship and, essentially,
ready for action, the Federation figues this is a perfect shakedown.
Deneva is 32 hours from Starbase 12 at Antares’ maximum warp (WF 7),
so Captain Tigan orders non-assigned personnel to depart and that Antares will
leave within the hour. Anything not finished in that time will have to be worked
on en route, but she wants to leave immediately (to add some additional urgency,
one of the PCs has a relative who lives on Deneva).
The flight is uneventful, and Antares arrives in system in time to witness
a shuttlepod, which had fled Deneva, streaks towards the planet’s sun. It
answers no hails and is out of tractor beam range (they cannot reach the shuttle
in time). An empath can detect strong conflict, fear, pain and anger from the lone
occupant of the shuttle followed by a sense of freedom and relief.
Planetside, sensors indicate a reactor failing in Deneva Station, the
planet’s largest settlement (100,000 colonists), although it is not emitting
dangerous radiation. Other readings pick up 83,000 lifesigns at Deneva Station
(with similar discrepencies around the planet), but no anomalous readings.
Most lifesigns are gathered near the reactor.
Tigan orders the assembly of an Away Team (PCs) to investigation.
Planetside, the team beams to a city that seems deserted; there are no pedestrians, shops, labs, and homes seem abandoned. A few moments after arriving,
they will begin hearing a low buzzing that grows in sound. Several minutes after
that, they are attacked by a group of savage colonists (2 per PC) armed with
engineering tools, dirtied as if working in engineering. While attacking, they say
odd things, in obviously pained voices, like “Go away! We don’t want you!” The
colonists fight until disabled, even attacking when heavily wounded.
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Chapter Four: Hive Mind
[Roleplaying and Action. Scene Aspects: ODD BUZZING, UNREASONING AGRESSION]
During the fight, as more and more colonists join the conflict, it moves
into a building. The next wave of attacking colonists contains the PC sibling who,
upon seeing their relative, attempts to break the condition they are under and
pleads for help. An examination during the conflict reveals an odd creature (a
neural parasite) attached at the base of the sibling’s spine. The sibling quickly
explains that the things came on a transport called Ingraham B. The sibling then
screams out in extreme pain and dies.
The buzzing sound grows terribly loud now, and the group (while still
being attacked by the colonists) are attacked by several neural parasites, which
prove to be all but immune to phasers. One of the creatures manages to attach
to an empath, Trill, or Vulcan (or similar species) prior to beaming to Antares.
Aboard ship, the victim’s physiology proves to be immune to the
creature’s attachment process. This provides the crew with a test subject. It
quickly proves to be immune to most forms of energy and, as an empath can tell,
has a crude form of telepathy that seems in constant pain and contact with something quite distant. It is then theorized that these things are not just a hive mind,
but a hive existence, seeming to share experiences over the whole, thus their
practical immunity to energy -- it is somehow dissipated across their entire
existence, not just those immediately present.
Investigating the transport determines that it left several days ago, its
trail still trackable via sensors. Finding it takes only a couple of hours. The crew
finds a debris field, amongst which they locate identifying bits of hull, along with
a salvagable flight computer. From the computer they can only learn the vessels
last two stops: Deneva, and prior to that, a planet in the Genesis Expanse.
With little other option, Tigan orders the ship to the planet just inside
the Expanse, called Coridan. The flight takes six days to reach the planet at
Antares’ maximum warp. Coridan system consists of seven planets, only one of
which (the third one) is terrestial. It is a small (5,130 km diameter) with minimal
atmosphere, no axial tilt and minimal gravity.
As the ship moves into orbit, the entire crew is subjected to a paininducing telepathic attack that only an empath, Vulcans, or Trill prove resilient
towards (everyone else takes Moderate or Severe (P) Composure consequences)
that debilitate. Moments later, those affected will attempt to kill the unaffected,
then beam up the “mother brain”, so it will be up to those immune to incapacitate the crew (Phaser 3 on wide stun is a good method) while enacting on the
Captain’s final command before subdual (General Order 24 -- the extermination
of all life on a planet). Several torpedoes, set to detonate in the lower atmosphere
would likely have the life-purging effects necessary.
Of course, such an order is necessary due to the threat this species
represents; it has no desire for communication, only destructive expansion and
an unreasoning hatred for all other biological life. Once the “mother brain” is
destroyed, all the parasites perish and Deneva is freed. Antares, already in the
Expanse, can begin its mission.
[Rewards: Infestation Accolade]
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patricia tigan

abilities

aspects

Patricia M. Tigan is a Starfleet prodigy.
During her Academy years, she studied under a
rare dual-specialization program, focusing both
on science and engineering. Upon graduation,
she served three years aboard the Lincoln-class
Laboratory, Candle, and then another five years
aboard the Detroit-class ERV, Lor’Tan, afterwhich
she returned to the Proxima Ship Yards to work
on the Antares prototype, which she helped
design. Tigan has an abundant love of life, knows
how to enjoy herself, and views most Starfleet
captains as stuffy and rigid, qualities she gleefully
denies possessing herself. Patricia Tigan considers herself a musical historian with a love of midto-late 20th century Earth rock & roll, which she
calls, “The Classics”.

STARFLEET HUMAN CAPTAIN
MOTIVATED BY CURIOSITY
EMBRACE LIFE
Agility: 2
Craft: 3
EX-ENGINEER;
RESOURCEFUL

Endurance: 2 Perception: 2 Strength: 2
Knowledge: 3 Reasoning: 3 Willpower: 3
EX-SCIENCE
ANTARES
CAPTAIN

advantages

Deception: 2 Empathy: 3
MUSIC LOVER

stress equipment

DUTY-DRIVEN DESICIVE
IMPROVISATION IS AN ART FORM

Persuasion: 3 Resources: 2
CREW IS FAMILY

Doctorate - Spatial Anomolies (+2 on relevant Knowledge rolls or
+1 on Assessments)
Engineer - Starship Construction (+2 on relevant Craft rolls or +1
on Assessments)
Fearless (+2 Willpower to resist fear-related effects)
Grace Under Fire (+2 Initiative in conflicts)
Iron Will II (+4 Composure stress boxes)
Precise Memory (+2 bonus to recall information)
Starfleet Uniform, Communicator, Type I Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR
+2; Rng: 0 zones; DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, THERMAL)
Physical nnnn
Armor n
Composure nnnnnnnnnn

dominic reed

aspects

Agility: 3
Endurance: 3
EXTENSIVE
COMBAT TRAINING
Craft: 3
Knowledge: 2
RESOURCEFUL
Deception: 3 Empathy: 2

stress equipment

advantages

STARFLEET HUMAN COMMANDER STARFLEET INTELLIGENCE
DUTY-DRIVEN
LADIES’ MAN
SECTION 31 CALLS THE SHOTS
DIVIDED RESPONSIBILITIES

abilities

Dominic Reed is the great-grandson of
Malcom Reed, the Armory Officer aboard the
NX-1 Enterprise. Following in the footsteps that
his great-grandfather set, Dominic is an invaluable Starfleet officer. Also like his celebrated
relative, he works closely with Starfleet Intelligence. As such, Commander Reed answers only
tangenitally to Captain Tigan, owing more
allegiance to S.I. than Antares. His job aboard
the Cruiser is a difficult one, as he has to balance
Starfleet’s wishes for the discoveries within the
Genesis Expanse with the experiences and
commraderie he will inevitably share with the
crew. Commander Reed is a highly trained,
capable tactician who fills his role with pride.

Perception: 2 Strength: 2
WATCHFUL
Reasoning: 3 Willpower: 3
Persuasion: 3 Resources: 3
HONORED LINE

Alertness (+2 to detect and avoid ambushes)
Assassin Strike (FP vs. ambushed target; close combat WR +3)
Counter Attack (free action attack if close combat defense Spins)
Deadly Grace (Agility for Strength in close combat)
Fleet of Foot (+2 run rolls)
Hard Style (unarmed +1 WR)
Iron Will (+2 Composure boxes)
Scary (+2 intimidation rolls)
Soft Style (+1 Agility to defend in close combat)
Striking Looks (+2 Persuasion to those that looks matter)
Starfleet Uniform, Communicator, Type I Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR
+2; Rng: 0 zones; DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, THERMAL),
others as needed
Physical nnnnn
Armor n
Composure nnnnnnn

crew of the ANTARES

aspects

Agility: 2
Endurance: 2 Perception: 2
Craft: 2
Knowledge: 2 Reasoning: 2
CREATIVE
OPEN-MINDED
Deception: 2 Empathy: 2 Persuasion: 2

stress

equipment advantages

STARFLEET OFFICER
LONG-TERM DEPLOYMENT

abilities

The crew of the Antares-class Cruiser,
USS Antares, have been hand-picked by her
Captain and superiors for the vessel’s vital
mission of re-exploration of the Genesis Expanse.
They are highly-trained, efficient Starfleet officers
that have shown initiative, a calm under fire, and
an ability to readily adapt. They are eager, loyal,
capable, and to anyone that would ask them, the
“best damned crew in the Federation.”

ASSIGNED TO ANTARES
ADAPTABLE

Strength: 2
Willpower: 2
CALM & COLLECTED
Resources: 2

None

Starfleet Uniform, Communicator, Type I Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR
+2; Rng: 0 zones; DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, THERMAL),

Physical nnnn
Composure nnnn

Armor n
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deneva

Planetary Classification: M Satelites: 1
Gravity: 1.0 G
Climate: Standard Atmosphere
Population: Federation Colony Resources: Institutes, Refined Metal
Deneva is a tranquil and idyllic world. With nearly no axial tilt, Deneva
experiences minimal seasonal variation, and has pleasant weather year-round.
The primary colony, Deneva Station, boasts some of the best weather throughout
the quadrant. In the northern oceans, where circulator currents keep the
temperatures mixed, rough weather (including hurricanes) can occur, although
they never cross the equator to the southern continents.
Nearly the entire northern hemisphere is ocean, while three continents
occupy the southern region. The largest, Sibir, is cold and mountainous and
uninhabited. The other two continents, Bolshoi and Menshoi have low mountains and large rivers. Both support large ranches, farms, and top-ranked
research centers.
Deneva began as a “laboratory of colony building”, where experts could
get hands-on experience with plenty of margin for error. Due to its pleasant
climate, Deneva Station has become a haven for researchers and possesses
several of the Federation’s best facilities in agronomy, biology, hydrology, kinesthetics, and metallurgy. Deneva Station is also a popular retirement colony for
many Federation officers and their families.

neural parasites

NEURAL PARASITE

AGGREGATE ACTUALITY

Perception: 2 Strength: 0
Reasoning: 1 Willpower:4/8*
Persuasion: 0 Resources: 0

advantages

Agility: 2/0* Endurance: 2/12*
FLYER/IMMOBILE*
Craft: 0
Knowledge: 1/2*
Deception: 0 Empathy: 0
HATRED OF ALL LIFE

THRIVES ON PAIN

Energy Resistant (6 points of protection vs. energy damage)
Natural Telepath - Psi 4; REQUIRES TOUCH, PAIN INDUCTION, NATURAL
TELEPATH
*Natural Telepath - Psi 8; ORBITAL RANGE, PAIN INDUCTION, NATURAL
TELEPATH, AFFECTS THOUSANDS SIMULTANEOUSLY

stress

abilities

aspects

Originating from the Genesisreborn Coridan, neural parasites are a
new horror unleashed upon the galaxy
by a group of happless Tellarite traders
in the vessel, Ingraham-B. Neural
parasites form a singular whole,
although each parasite opperates
independantly, they form an “aggregate
actuality”, a hive mind on epic proportions, where the experience of one is,
not only, shared, but distributed
amongst the whole. This, in a fashion,
explains their near-immunity to harmful
energies. Neural parasites are naturally
telepathic, although in individuals it is
weak and requires touch. The conglomerated “mother brain”, however, has
orbital range. As an entity, all neural
parasites have a deep hatred of all other
lifeforms, and seek their extinction.

Physical nn/nnnnnnnnnnn*
Composure nnnn/nnnnnnn*
*Indicates “Mother Brain” listing
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Antares-Class Cruiser

Date Commissioned: 2269
The Antares-class Cruiser represents a dramatic change in
Starfleet’s starship design philosophy. Previous designs have been specialized in function, built to accomplish specific roles: exploration, medical,
repair, research, transportation, and war. The Antares-class Cruiser is the first
of the Federation’s vessels designed to fulfill multiple roles; a starship truly
meant to travel alone amongst the stars on extended missions.
The Antares-class
Cruiser
has
been
constructed with the latest
in warp theory and design,
possessing the newest
ramscoops and nacelle
configurations, as well as
an oversized core intended
to generate ample power.
To facilitate it’s crew for
long-term duties, Antaresclass Cruisers provide the
most luxurious accomodations for service vessels.
Antares-class bridge
Ship in Service
Name
USS Antares

Registry Notes
NCC-2071 Assigned to Genesis Expanse.

Star Trek

Antares-Class Cruiser

Starship Data
Decks: 9
Length: 291.6m
Height: 43.3m
Beam: 136.6m
Crew: 260
Passengers: 100
Drives: LN-64 Mod 3-X Prototype Warp Drive (Warp Factor 7 cruising/9 maximum/10 emergency)
RSM-X Prototype Impulse Drive (.75c maximum)
Defenses: Class-2 Deflector Grid, Ablative Armor, Polarized Hull
Weapon Systems: 3x Type V Phaser Bank (fore)
1x Type V Phaser Bank (aft)
2x Mk 12 Torpedo Launcher (fore)
Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:
Class 3 Operations System with Extended Life Support, Starfleet Database
Access, and Personnel Transport Pads
3x Launch Bays (6x Type H UFP shuttlecraft; 1 starboard & port, 4 aft)
Precision Targeting Computer
Mechanical Data
Size: 4
Aspects: STARFLEET DEEP SPACE EXPLORER
Crew: 2
Maneuverability: 3
LONG-TERM DEPLOYMENT
Speed: 3
Systems: 3
AMPLE POWER

Fate Points: 3
JACK-OF-ALL-TRADES

LATEST DESIGN

Structure: 3
RUGGED
Weapons: 3

Sensors: 3

Advantages: Armored (+2 vs. Physical damage), Computer Library II (+2), Deflector Shields II (-5
DR), Electronic Counter Measures, Engineering Workshop II (+2), Enhanced Sensor Suite, Escape
Pods, Luxurious Accomodations, Medical Bay II (Sickbay) (+2), Passenger Accomodations, Photon
Torpedo Battery (WR +5; +2 accuracy & WR or FP for attack against all in zone, FP after 1st use),
Polarized Hull (+2 vs. Energy), Reinforced Structure, Science Lab II (+2), Targeting Computer, Tractor
Beam (Strength 7), Transporters, Type V Phaser Bank Batteries (WR +5; +2 accuracy & WR or FP for
attack against all in zone), Warp Drive
Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields: nnnnnnnn
Struct.: nnnnnnnnn
Systems: nnnnnnn
Crew:
nnnnnn

